My War Memories, 1914-1918
firmed loth Russian Army suffered defeat. But the troops ntr ded re^t *'> inuoh and the weather was so bad that the Army 0 mr.iirid h id reluctantly to decide to give up any idea of further att^ka and have recourse to position warfare, especially as nrre tivops had to be transferred to the 8th Army and Gall-\\itz's detachment. The left wing remained in the neighbourly <:-d uf Kalwarija-Mariampol-Pilwischki. About the middle of March the Russians hurled themselves against these positions, but u. period cf quiet gradually set in.
The Russian attacks on the southern front became more and more determined and the fighting more and more violent. During General Litzmann's advance from Johannisburg through Bialla in the early cLys of the winter battle, the 20th A.C, and the 4ist Inf. Div., \;ith some Landsturm, had pushed forward on the J'bTxisLurg-KovEO road towards Lomaz so as to cut this fMtress iff fr.an the north. The 3;th Inf. Div. were pressing forward via Jlyschinjetz. The 415! Inf. Div. encountered the enemy in front of the fortifications of Lomza, and \vas just strung enr-ugh to isolate the sector between the Pissa and the Scszuszin-Stawiski-Lomza road.
The 3rd Res. Div. and the 5th Infantry Brigade only came up by degrees. They were to cover the long sector between Stawiski and the Bobr, whilst the nth Landwehr Division began the attack on Osowiec. The arrival of the 3rd Res. Div, and the 5th Infantry Brigade coincided with an attack from Lomza by the Russian Guard and the 5th A.C. From the zist February onwards, heavy fighting developed to the north of the fortresses. The German troops fought heroically, but the crisis was grave.
One morning the Chief of Staff of the 8th Army reported to me that the line of the 3rd Res. Div. had been pierced. However, •hey managed to recover and hold fast, as the Russians relaxed their efforts. For a long time their situation and, of course, that of the force besieging Osowiec, were very critical. It was not until the arrival of the ist Landwehr Div. before Lomza early in March that our front was so strongly held that I was able to regard all danger east of the Pissa as past.
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